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Triumph, Disaster and Decay (£12.50 / £10 Friends)
Brighton Churches (£20 / £18 Friends)
Special offer – both reports for £25
Pre-order Buildings at Risk 2009/10
(£15 / £13 Friends)
P&P £2.50 per volume. Maximum charge of £5

The Edinburgh skyline, drawn by Ptolemy Dean

Annual Lecture: Britain’s Vanishing Views
by Ptolemy Dean, 25 June 2009
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(Tickets £15 / £13 Friends)
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SAVE is entirely dependent on donations.
Any amount you can give will be welcome.
I would like to make a donation of £
Total £
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Credit card no.:

Britain’s Vanishing Views
by Ptolemy Dean
25 June 2009 at The Royal College of Surgeons,
35–43 Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London WC2A 3PE
Drinks at 6.30. Lecture begins at 7.15.

This year’s annual lecture will
be given by architect, artist,
author and TV presenter,
Ptolemy Dean. Britain’s
Vanishing Views will draw on
topics from Ptolemy’s recent
Channel 5 series looking at
recent and often harmful
changes to the skylines of our
towns and cities. The lecture will also offer a humorous
insight into television documentary making.
Tickets £15 (£13 for Friends)
Ticket price includes a glass of wine
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SAVE Britain’s Heritage is a strong independent voice in
conservation, free to respond rapidly to emergencies and
to speak out loud for the historic environment.
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B OT H R E P O R T S F O R £ 2 5 P L U S P & P

AVA I L A B L E F R O M
JUNE 2009

All We Need is Love:
The SAVE Buildings at Risk Catalogue
2009/10
200 pages. Full colour

Edited by Robert Hradsky, this report features
essays by Marcus Binney, Gavin Stamp and others
and includes a gazetteer of buildings at risk in
Liverpool. It includes new photography
commissioned from Paul Barker.

The SAVE Buildings at Risk catalogue has
become the definitive survey of the most
enticing, romantic and unusual vacant and
‘problem’ buildings throughout England and
Wales. The latest catalogue features buildings
to suit a range of tastes and budgets – houses
in town and country, agricultural and industrial
buildings and redundant churches. Although
not all the featured properties are openly on the
market, many could be secured by a determined
buyer. This year’s catalogue also features five
‘success stories’ – buildings from previous
registers which have since been lovingly
restored, as well as a section offering useful
advice on the sometimes complex negotiations
which can be necessary in order to acquire
‘at risk’ buildings.

Price: £12.50 (£10 for Friends) plus p&p

£15 (£13 for Friends) plus p&p

Brighton Churches:
The Need for Action Now

Triumph, Disaster and Decay:
The SAVE Survey of Liverpool’s Heritage

96 pages. Full colour

48 pages. Full colour

Central Brighton is home to a number of
19th-century churches of great size and beauty.
This report by the late Thomas Cocke – with stunning
new photography by Matthew Andrews – examines
the superb but all too little-known interiors of these
churches and warns that, with rising costs of
repair and maintenance combined with declining
congregations, the threat of closure looms for many.

This report shines the spotlight on the fine
buildings in Liverpool suffering from long-term
neglect and tackles issues such as new
development in the World Heritage Site and
mass clearance in the suburbs under Pathfinder.

Price: £20 (£18 for Friends) plus p&p*
* Previously ordered copies will be sent at no extra cost
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